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aBstract

The quarterly GDP forecasting models developed in this material aim 
to estimate the Albanian GDP trends in the short term. . Delays until 
the publication of the official quarterly GDP data make indispensable 
the preliminary estimation of this indicator. The modelling strategy of 
the quarterly GDP consists in building a set of different models for its 
estimation. They consist on ARIMA models with seasonal components 
and indicator models, similar to bridge models. This paper presents a 
first attempt to model the GDP using a multiequations system which 
accounts for the sectoral interactions. This model can not be used 
for forecasting purposes because of short time series. The estimates 
were made for total and for disaggregated sectoral GDP for the 
period: Q1:2003 – Q1:2009. The models exploit information from 
economic variables, financial variables and confidence surveys 
indicators, held by the Bank of Albania. The bridge models estimates 
show that the past developments of economic and financial variables 
explain the GDP changes while the survey variables lead them. The 
above mentioned behaviour of the explanatory variables supports the 
forecasting process of the quarterly GDP. Thus the policy makers in 
the Bank of Albania are provided with a timely estimation (nowcast) 
of the economic activity tendency for the reference quarter and for 
the coming two quarters. In general, estimations from the developed 
models are promising. It is suggested that the “best” forecast will be 
considered the average of the forecasts from all the proposed models. 
The off-sample forecast performance, “will decide” the model with 
the best qualities in order to predict the quarterly GDP.
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introduction 

the quarterly gdP data are important for economic analyses, 
because it gives insight on the general economic activity, on the 
fluctuations of business cycle and on the economic turning points. 
the quarterly gdP is published by the national statistics agencies 
with different time lags after the reporting quarter. the progress 
of information systems in terms of quarterly gdP measurement 
process, aims to narrow them. notwithstanding the developments 
in this field, the availability of preliminary estimations of gdP, 
even in short terms is a necessity for the decision-making process. 
estimations are accomplished by constructing models which tend to 
explain quarter-on-quarter gdP changes, with the support of new 
economic information. the new information might be at monthly or 
quarterly frequency, might correspond to the current or subsequent 
period, might be quantitative data published by official statistical 
agencies or might be qualitative data generated from business and 
consumer confidence/sentiment surveys. the results obtained from 
the estimation of the quarterly gdP models, based on the most recent 
published information, serve as intermediate steps which guide the 
decision-makers and the market agents regarding the performance 
of the economic activity for the reference� and forthcoming quarter. 
the decision-making process in various central banks is broadly 
based on these estimations, notwithstanding the monetary policy 
regimes followed and the primary targets generated by them. 

the path for the achievement and consolidation of short-term 
forecasting of quarterly gdP goes through the constructing of 
models that explain the gdP fluctuations as regards the historical 
tendency. this paper will introduce some models which explain the 
quarterly gdP tendency with the assistance of economic variables 
published by instat and the indicators generated by the confidence 
surveys, held by the Bank of albania.

 
i. main tendencies of quarterly gdP 

the quarterly gdP for the albanian economy during the period, 
q�:�00�-q�:�009, is characterised by positive growing rates, 
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which on average annual terms point to �.8%. these positive growth 
rates have supported the macroeconomic stability consolidation 
of the country. for analysis purposes, gdP� data are grouped by 
dividing the economy into five main sectors: “agriculture, hunting 
and forestry”�, “industry”, “construction”, “services” and “other 
services”�. their respective shares to total gdP, in average, for 
the �-year period point to: �0%; �0%; ��%; ��% and ��%. 
“construction”, “services” and “other services” sectors appear as 
the main contributors to the positive growth rates of gdP during 
the last years. the higher growth rates in these sectors provided 
an important contribution to the total national revenues. While the 
annual share of “agriculture” has followed a declining trend from 
year to year. 

the average growth rates of gdP in annual and quarterly terms, 
show important differences among the economy sectors. although 
the “other services” and “construction” sectors show notably higher 
average annual growth rates relative to the other sectors, they are 
accompanied by considerable volatilities for the respective period. 
“industry” sector marked an annual average growth of about �.8 
% accompanied by a more emphasised fluctuation relative to the 
other sectors. on the other hand, “agriculture” has registered a 
lower annual average growth rate and lower variance expansion 
relative to the other sectors. 
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Chart 1 Annual sectoral share to GDP growth (in percentage points).
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Table 1 Time series statistics – annual changes (2004Q1-
2009Q1)*

average median coefficient of variance� variance expansion�

gdP �.8 �.� 0.�� �.�
agriculture �.9 �.9 0.�� �.�
industry �.8 �.� �.�� �0.�
construction �.8 �.9 0.�� �9.0
services �.� �.� 0.�� ��.�
other services �.9 �.9 0.�� �0.�

source: authors’ estimations
* gdP – quarterly and sectoral, in annual growth rates.
� ratio of standard deviation to the simple average.
� spread between the maximum and minimum value of the annual growth rate for 
each sector. 

the quarterly changes reflect a more pronounced fluctuation 
relative to the annual ones. “other services” sector shows a higher 
average growth rate relative to the other sectors of the economy 
and a lower coefficient of variance. “agriculture” sector shows 
lower average growth rates and a higher coefficient of variance 
than the other sectors. the later owes to the high positive values of 
this indicator during the second quarters, for the studied years. 

Table 2 Time series statistics – quarterly changes (2004Q1-
2009Q1)*

average median variance coefficient� variance expansion�

gdP – quarterly �.� -�.� �.8 ��.�
agriculture 0.� -�.0 ��.8 ��.0
industry 0.� �.� ��.� ��.�
construction �.� �.0 �.� ��.�
services �.0 �.8 �.9 ��.�
other services �.0 �.� �.9 �8.9

source: authors’ estimations.
* gdP – quarterly and sectoral, on annual growth rates.
� ratio of standard deviation against the average.
� spread between maximum and minimum value of the annual growth rate for 
each sector. 

the higher fluctuation is mainly explained by the presence of 
the seasonal factor, which impacts considerably the albanian 
economic activity during certain periods of the year. grasmann 
and keereman (�00�) suggest that the quarterly changes are more 
adequate to estimate the short-term developments of the economy. 
frequently, depending on the calculation method, annual changes 
mirror a moving average of the four preceding quarters’ changes. 
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thus, they mostly reflect the economic conditions of the previous 
periods rather than the specific economic conditions of the latest 
quarter. 

in the light of these considerations and from the descriptive 
statistics results, it is carried out a more detailed analysis of gdP 
time series and disaggregated by sectors. Based on the structure 
of the time series components, the quarterly gdP series is formed 
mainly from the trend component (gdP_ trend) and from the 
seasonal one. the cyclical component is not yet identified, as the 
length of quarterly gdP series is insufficient to detect the later. the 
residuals are distributed among the four quarters at an insignificant 
average rate for each of them. 

the most notable deviations� at positive and negative values, 
although at a lower degree, resulted in q�:�00�, q�:�00� and 
in q�:�008. 

the gdP series shows a strong seasonal profile. the statistical 
importance of the seasonal factors, results higher in the first and the 
second quarters. the economic activity historically slows down and 
remains under the historical trend during the first quarters. during 
the second quarters, in general, it remains above the historical 

Source: INSTAT and authors’ estimations

Chart 2 Time series model results of the quarterly GDP
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trend. the economic agents and annalists expect this seasonal 
behaviour to be repeated in years. examining the total quarterly 
gdP behaviour, the seasonal factor whose value is statistically 
important lower than � belongs to the first quarter, while those 
higher than � belongs to the second quarter. 

Table 3. The seasonal factor according to the multiplicative model
quarters value of factor versus the trend
� 0.9�
� �.0�
� �.0�
� �.0�
total of seasonal factors �.00

source: author’s estimations.

seasonal behaviour by sectors tends to identify their individual 
features. seasonal factors on total gdP at a certain way result from 
a weighted average of gdPs by sectors. 

the contraction of the economic activity during the first quarters is 
observed almost in all sectors, excluding “agriculture”. meanwhile, 
economic activity revitalization over the second quarters occurs 
only in “agriculture” and “industry”, which is reflected on the 
developments of total gdP. the reason behind this behaviour is 
the fact that the industry activity is vitalized due to the conclusion 
of new businesses’ contracts, which are usually completed and 

Source: INSTAT and authors’ estimations

Chart 3 Time series components of quarterly GDP
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implemented after the first quarter. the significant increase of value 
added in “agriculture” during the second quarters is explained by 
the re-activation of agricultural activity in spring�. the economic 
activity in “services” sector flourishes considerably in the third 
quarter, owing to tourism season. “other services” sector is 
affected by increasing government expenditures which tend to be 
concentrated during the last quarters in years. 

Tabele 4 Setoral sesonality significane*
quarters � � � �
PBB – total - +
agriculture +
industry - +
construction -
services - +
other services - +

source: authors’ estimates 
note: *) a (+/-) sign shows the presence of the seasonal factor which is important 
in terms of statistics for each sector. the sign +/- shows the increasing/decreasing 
impact of seasonal factor on gdP by sectors according to the respective quarter. 

the presence of the seasonal factor and the fact that the series do 
not appear stationary at level, but turn as such in the first differences 
are taken into account in modelling the quarterly changes of both 
total and disaggregated gdP by sectors�. 

ii. role of variaBles in modelling the 
quarterly gdP 

various estimating models of quarterly gdP are developed 
during the last decade, which aim to explore the factors affecting its 
trend. their final goal is to provide forecasts at shorter term horizons 
than those accomplished through macro models, which have more 
strict requirements regarding the fulfilment of macroeconomic 
equilibrium conditions. the short term estimating models employ 
all the available economic information (monthly and quarterly) 
deriving from the system of official, economic, financial data and 
from confidence surveys. distinguished researchers in the field of 
estimating the quarterly gdP (sedillot et. al. �00�, Barhoumi et. 
al. �008), categorise the economic data, which are measured and 
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published as official statistics or “hard data”. this name relates 
to the fact that these economic indicators are directly related to 
underlying components of gdP8. Hard data indicators are published 
according to the calendars as set out by the national statistical 
agencies and might be of monthly or quarterly frequency. these 
indicators might be subject of regular revisions. 

surveys (confidence, sentiment, economy experts) and financial 
data are known as “soft data”. the survey indicators reflect the 
assessments of economic agents on the development of the 
economic activity in general and on specific aspects for the 
reference period, when no information on the gdP is available 
for that period. at the same time, the surveys’ indicators provide 
information on the market agent’s expectations of the future short-
term developments of the economy. notwithstanding the soft-data 
indicators are not directly related with gdP components, they 
provide valuable information for explaining its behaviour, similar 
to the hard-data indicators9.

the surveys’ indicators used in this material result from the 
quantification of qualitative information acquired from business 
and consumer confidence surveys. their usage in the explanatory 
and short-term gdP forecasting models is based on the assumption 
that the judgements and opinions of businesses shall be reflected 
on concrete actions with economic consequences. thus, the ability 
of surveys’ indicators to assess the economic activity depends on 
the degree that these opinions will be reflected in concrete actions 
(santero and Westerlund, �99�).

the advantages of using survey indicators in the short-term 
gdP forecast models consist on the fact that: (i) they provide 
preliminary signals that are obtained directly from the economic 
agents regarding the short-term evolution of their activity; (ii) they 
are published in advance of the main macroeconomic aggregates 
or the hard data indicators; (iii) the results are subject only to minor 
revisions (darne, �008). the experience of european developed 
economies has shown that these indicators are broadly used to 
forecast short-term gdP owing to the available timely economic 
information. 
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Based on this experience and using the variables build from 
businesses survey results, there are built models explaining the 
short-term fluctuations of quarterly gdP by combining the use 
of hard with soft data�0. the survey based indicators signal at a 
relative satisfactory level the fluctuation of certain indicators of 
the real economy. thus, the survey based indicators contribute 
in nowcasting and in short-term forecasting of gdP (up to two 
consecutive quarters). 

qualitative survey indicators usually explain the developments in 
the total and sectoral gdP by leading with a quarter. Past values 
of hard data explain the current gdP developments entering the 
equation with different lags, contributing thus in the process of 
gdP forecast. 

 
the estimates of the value added (gdP) quarterly changes are 

carried out for the economy as a whole and for the five constituent 
sectors. the disaggregating of gdP by sectors provides more 
detailed information for the main economic activities developments 
and their contribution on total gdP for a short-term period. at 
the end of this process, prior information is obtained on what is 
occurring in the economy and what is expected to happen. these 
are frequently known as preliminary estimates about the economic 
growth. 

Chart 4 Quarterly changes of GDP and of surveys indicators* 

Source: INSTAT, Bank o Albania and authors’ estimates
Note: * ESI - Economic Sentiment Indicator (BoA) and EI -the aggregated balances indicator out of 

surveys, constructed for the purposes of this study.
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as explained above, these models can assess current and close 
future tendencies of the economic activity. the advantages of these 
models, compared to those constructed based on the historical 
behaviour of gdP, consists in the economic explanation of the 
linear combination of the best correlated confidence indicators to 
real gdP developments, contributing to the short-term forecast. 

iii. modelling strategy 

the building process of econometric models for short-term 
modelling of quarterly gdP in this paper has taken in consideration 
the theoretical and practical arguments concerning the inclusion 
of various variables and their role in forecasting��. the modelling 
experience shows that the estimation and forecast process should 
be based on a set of models rather than on a single one. the 
constructed models for estimating the quarterly gdP consist in: 

 
-  a set of arima models; 
-  a set of indicator models or “bridge” equations; 
-  a system of equations estimated through sur method��. 

the first set of models describes the historical development of 
total and sectoral gdP via arima processes��, combined with the 
seasonal information. the results from arima models are frequently 
used as a benchmark for the other gdP forecasting models. 

this set of models includes: 

-  a total gdP estimating model by arima process ;
-  a gdP estimating model as a sum of sectoral gdPs. the gdP 

for each sector is modelled by a separate arima process. 

the second set of models is closer to the structural models and 
will be referred as indicator models in the following. according to 
sedillot and Pain (�00�), these models try to explain the quarterly 
fluctuations of gdP (total and sectoral) with the support of hard and 
soft data along with the inertia terms and the seasonal factors. in 
the case of albania, it isn’t constructed a linear multivariable model 
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that can explain the economic growth with the above mentioned 
depended variables. the explanatory variables, in general, are 
available during the quarter when an assessment should be carried 
out regarding the development of total and sectoral economic 
activity. they might be at monthly or quarterly frequencies. some 
of them, at major part linear combinations of confidence indicators 
resulting from surveys, contain current and leading information��. 
as such they contain information on both the reference and the 
consecutive quarters. this quality allows estimating the gdP 
even for �-� subsequent quarters to the reference quarter. in this 
aspect, these models are similar to bridge models, but not exactly 
the same. the bridge models�� “bridge” the lower frequency data 
with the higher frequency data. these models “imitate” the stages 
of gdP compilation and revision based on the national accounts 
methodology, but at an advance up to � quarters ahead to the one 
when the gdP is published. 

the second set includes these models:

- total gdP estimating model, represented by an equation 
including economic indicators (hard data), surveys indicators 
and financial indicators (soft data) as explanatory variables;

- total gdP estimating model as a sum of sectoral estimates. 
it is designed an estimating model for each of the sectors. 
sectoral gdP are explained by equations containing economic 
variables (hard data), surveys indicators and financial indicators 
(soft data);

- total seasonally adjusted gdP estimating model. in this 
case the explanatory equation incorporates information from 
the historical developments of gdP and from the economic 
sentiment indicator (esi). esi results from the confidence 
surveys and is seasonally adjusted. 
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Box: 
Quarterly GDP forecasting in bridge models depending on the 
available data 

The indicator models developed in this material make use of 
the short-term signals from monthly variables. They estimate the 
GDP for the reference quarter and for the succeeding quarter. 
The reference quarter (t) is the one for which no official GDP 
data is published from INSTAT. Thus, it does not coincide with the 
current calendar quarter, but it might be the previous one. The 
succeeding quarter (t+1) (successive to the reference quarter) 
might coincide with the current calendar quarter. The purpose 
of the GDP estimation models in this material is to forecast the 
GDP for the reference quarter and for the successive one, without 
making any assumption on the explanatory variables. This process 
otherwise is known as ‘nowcasting’. It doesn’t represent a classic 
forecast, but mostly an estimation regarding the level of indicators 
in the previous and current quarter. 

In the case of a variable being available only during the first or 
second month of the reference quarter or current quarter, simple 
extrapolation methods are applied to populate the quarterly 
series. The literature on bridge equations which are used to 
nowcast the quarterly GDP suggests the construction of auxiliary 
equations to lengthen the data series with monthly frequency. 
Simple extrapolation methods are applied in this material; while in 
special cases auxiliary equations are build to lengthen the series 
of explanatory variables up to two forthcoming quarters through 
ARIMA processes (Golinelli and Parigi, 2004).

The quarterly changes of GDP might be projected for one or 
two succeeding quarters from the reference one by exploiting 
the same equations. These estimates are reviewed during the 
coincident quarter and are updated with the information from the 
monthly explanatory variables. The models built for estimating 
the quarterly growth of Albania GDP, are linear regressions 
which contain quarterly and monthly explanatory variables. 
The later are aggregated into indicators of quarterly frequency 
(inters rate of credit denominated in EUR, real effective exchange 
rate, the produced electric energy, etc). The following figure 
explains schematically the forecasting horizon depending on data 
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availability during the months of the reference quarter and that 
after the reference quarter (t).

Figure 1 From quarter (t) to the first release of the quarterly GDP 

Note :*) The seasonally adjusted GDP data are published at the official website of INSTAT and are 
available for use 90 days after the reference quarter. 
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the third model is a multi equations system assessed under the 
techniques suggested from suv�� (mourougane and roma, �00�). 
this approach considers the inter-sectoral relationships and explains 
the sectoral gdP developments by their respective past fluctuations, 
by the seasonal effects and by the past developments in the other 
sectors, which are economically related with the respective sector. 
appendix d deals with this model and its estimate results. short time 
series still do not allow the inclusion of other exogenous variables 
to assess the model. thus, the results of this model are excluded 
from the comparative analysis of models’ results, provided in part 
v. 

variables at different lags are used for the specification of 
the models described above. in any case, the lags by which the 
explanatory variables impact both the quarterly total and sectoral 
gdP are determined by using the aic and sc criteria and the 
findings derived from the tests about variables stability��. 
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the final goal of the multiple model construction strategy is to 
inform the decision-makers on the estimated tendency of the future 
economic activity in general and by the main sectors. the final 
outcome is a mixture of all the models’ results in use. the outcome 
might be an interval around an average value or a simple average 
of gdP growth rates for the reference and expected quarter. 

iii.� estimation horizon 

the time series of quarterly gdP is available for the period 
from the first quarter of �00� to the first quarter of �009. this 
fact restricts the assessment period of models, notwithstanding the 
explanatory variables are available for a longer period of time. 
given the fact that the estimations of the presented models in 
this material include only �� observations, the short time horizon 
requires continuous monitoring of the estimated models. other 
reason to review the gdP estimated models is that during the �-
years period the economy has manifested an upward stable trend, 
still failing to identify a full business cycle, but volatilities as mini 
cycles. as argued in part � of this material, gdP series are taken as 
quarterly changes and seasonal factors are considered. 

iii.� dePendent variaBle 

the dependent variable is the quarterly change of the real total 
gdP at basic prices – total and by sectors (instat). 

iii.� the selection of exPlanatory 
variaBles 

in the selection process of the pool of possible variables to 
include it was judged on their potential economic correlations 
with the dependent variable. this process was mainly based on 
the continuous analysis of the direct and indirect indicators, which 
provide information about the developments on the supply and 
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demand side in the domestic economy. the models were specified 
with the general to specific modelling approach. this form occurs 
frequently in specifying the bridge-indicator equations as well as in 
cases when a history of the dependent variable modelling does not 
exist, in this case for the albanian gdP. a significant number of 
variables were employed in the selection process and different lags 
were applied on them. the economic and financial variables which 
failed to follow the direction of relations according to the economic 
theory and logic were eliminated, also those variables that resulted 
statistically unimportant. such as: remittances, foreign direct 
investments, imports, exports, share of re-exports, machineries and 
equipment imports, credit interest rates (denominated in all), the 
key interest rate, t-bills yields by maturities, monetary aggregates, 
capital budget expenditures, gdP of euro zone countries, etc. 

the selection strategy of variables for building the indicator 
models aimed the inclusion of the information which is disclosed 
or made available ahead to the official release of quarterly gdP. 
thus, the sales index in economy and the turnover index that are 
frequently used to estimate gdP and which have showed a strong 
correlation with the quarterly gdP changes, were not considered in 
modelling, as they are published after the gdP and have quarterly 
frequencies. on this way, they do not provide any advantages to 
the preliminary estimation and to the economic activity forecasting. 
as explained above, the economic explanatory variables were 
combined with surveys variables and with financial ones. 

the overall selection process of explanatory variables considered 
the fulfilment of the three preconditions that explanatory variables 
must meet in the bridge models (golinelli and Parigi, �00�). 
according to these authors, the selected indicators firstly should 
be made available ahead to the publication of the quarterly gdP. 
secondly, they must be reliable. this implies that the indicators 
should not be subject of revisions, at least not at a high degree. 
finally, indicators should be correlated to the dependent variable, 
notwithstanding the later does not necessarily implies the 
identification of a structural correlation between the indicators 
and gdP. the relationship between the selected variables with 
the dependent variable implies either the existence of their direct 
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connection with gdP or with its components, or the presence of an 
indirect economic impact that indicators might have on gdP (for 
example, the impact of financial indicators on gdP). the variables 
employed in the quarterly gdP forecast model in general respect 
the above stated preconditions�8. 

economic variables 
- government expenditures (ministry of finance).
- construction permissions for residential and business purposes, 

in value (instat). 
- cement consumption (instat).
- electrical power production, in mWh (kesh).
- unit value index, for total imports (instat).

variables from surveys 
variables from surveys are based on indicators constructed 

from qualitative surveys developed by the Bank of albania with 
businesses and consumers.

esi, the economic sentiment indicator aggregates in a single 
indicator the opinions of the main market agents�9. they are 
collected from the confidence surveys for the industry, construction 
and services sector and for the consumers. esi is constructed on �� 
seasonally adjusted balances�0.

ei, ii, ci, si, represent indicators constructed for the purposes 
of this modelling process��. they symbolise respectively: the survey 
indicator for the economy, the survey indicator for industry sector, 
the survey indicator for construction sector; the survey indicator 
for services sector. the size of correlation coefficient among them 
and the quarterly changes of total and sectoral gdP was the 
selective criteria of individual balances (not seasonality adjusted), 
as suggested at Çeliku and shtylla, �00�. the original balances 
with correlation coefficient higher than 0.�� were selected out of 
this process. ei, ii, ci, si were calculated as a simple arithmetic 
average of these original balances. individual balances selected 
as provided above for the studied years have resulted with an 
average of internal consistency coefficient in line with cronbauchut 
test (Alpha), from 0.�� – 0.�8. values stimulate the avoidance of 
multicolinearity phenomenon among them by establishing a sole 
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indicator (litwin, �99�). if individual balances would be included 
simultaneously into indicator models, multicolinearity would 
have been present at a significant level and thus deforming the 
information on their real explanatory level. 

although some of these balances are not included in the 
confidence indicators construction, they resulted valuable in 
improving the forecasting availability of the new built indicators 
by meeting one of the essential conditions of variables selective 
process in models. 

concretely: 

• ei, summarises some balances from surveys in industry, 
construction and services sector in a sole indicator. ei results 
from a simple arithmetic average of �� balances out the three 
main economy sectors (industry, construction and services). 
out of which, � represent balances of answers to questions 
which assesses aspects of current quarter in which the survey 
takes place and 8 balances represent business expectations 
from the survey of previous quarter which explain the current 
quarter developments. 

• ii, resulted from the simple arithmetic average of � balances 
of expectations from the industry survey. as regards to its 
construction, it identifies more quickly the future tendency of 
industrial activity. 

• ci, resulted from the simple arithmetic average of � balances 
from construction sector survey. this indicator combines 
confidence indicators for the current quarter and the expected 
one and thus provides an indicator that can lead with a 
quarter.

• si: resulted from the simple arithmetic average of � balances 
on expectations from the services sector survey. as such, it 
is adequate to estimate the short –term tendency in services 
activity. 

• cci: confidence indicator from consumer survey which 
characterises the consumers’ tendency to carry out large 
purchases or goods of long-term use, in the future. this variable 
competes in explaining the volatility of the economic activity in 
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the services sector. it represents an indirect indicator to judge 
on the trading activity, which accounts for a considerable 
share in services sector. it confirms simultaneously the future 
performance of a part of (consuming) demand in economy. 

financial variables
- interest rate on loans denominated in euro�� (Bank of 

albania);

other variables
- ar and ma terms of different ranks;
- seasonal factors;
- trend component. 

variables are not seasonally adjusted, excluding the economic 
sentiment indicator, which is seasonally adjusted and used to 
explain the quarterly seasonally adjusted gdP changes��. 

iii.�. Preliminary tests 

variables are tested for stationarity (adf–test) and the direction 
of causality in time (Granger Causality Test)��. after the first step of 
modelling it came out that survey indicator improve the explanatory 
abilities of the models. 

iv. results of models’ estimation

this section will present the basic results of the estimated models 
and some explanations of their economic characteristics. appendix 
c provides the most detailed statistics of assessing each model and 
the results of some basic tests on models quality. 

 
iv.�. arima models 

arima – total gdP
the estimated equation of the quarterly changes of real gdP by 
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arima process and the seasonal factors is as following: 

dlog (gdPt) = 0.0�� - 0.��*ar(�) - 0.9�*[ma=et-�] - 0.�0 * seas(�) + 0.��*seas(�)  (�)

the combination of the autoregressive processes and the moving 
average processes with seasonal factors provides a relatively 
sufficient explanation of the quarterly gdP volatilities. 

arima – gdP by sectors

in the following there are presented the estimated equations 
of real gdP quarterly changes of � sectors, by arima processes 
combined with seasonal factors: 

a. dlog(gdP_agriculture t) = -0.0� - 0.98*ar(�) + 0.8�*[ma=et-�] + 0.�8*seas(�)  (�.a)

b. dlog(gdP _industry t) = -0.00�+0.�9*ar(�)-0.88*[ma=et-�]–0.��*seas(�)+ 0.08*seas(�)   (�.b)

c. dlog(gdP _construction t) =0.��+0.��*ar(�)-0.9�*[ma=et-�]-0.��*seas(�)  (�.c)

d. dlog(gdP _services t)=0.0�-0.�0*ar(�)-0.9�*[(ma=et-�)]- 0.��*seas(�)+0.0�*seas(�) (�.d)

e. dlog(gdP _other services t)=0.0�+0.��*[(ma=et-�)]- 0.��*seas(�)+0.0�*seas(�) (�.e)

the historical behaviour of quarterly gdP fluctuations by sectors 
is set out almost by the autoregressive factors, moving average (ma) 
and the seasonal factors. the assessment by sectors individualises 
the influence direction of the seasonal factors and their quantitative 
impact on the quarterly change of gdP for each sector. 

iv.� indicator models 

total gdP 

the constructed equation for estimating the total gdP combines 
the information from the chosen economic indicators that resulted 
important for the short-term forecast, with the historical behaviour 
of gdP. the model of total quarterly gdP, assessed through the 
OLS25 method results as the following:

dlog(gdPt)=0.0�+0.00�*(eit)+0.0�*dlog(Pevt-�)–0.�9*dlog(uvit-�)–0.��*dlog(gdPt-�)-0.0�*seas(�)  
         (�)
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all indicators of the estimated equation meet the preconditions 
for the explanatory variables in an indicator-bridge equation. they 
are published ahead to the quarterly gdP, are not revised after the 
publication and are related to the dependent variable in economic 
terms. these characteristics make possible to nowcast the quarterly 
gdP for the reference quarter (t) and for the succeeding one (t+�). 
the surveys’ variable is available for the reference quarter (t) and 
for the succeeding one (t+�). the produced energy variable (Pev) 
is fully available only for the quarter t and for the first month of 
the subsequent quarter. the unit value index for imports (uvi) is 
available only for quarter t, but, because of the three quarters lags 
through which this variable explains gdP, it makes possible to 
forecast without the need of making any assumption.

Pev precedes by two quarters the developments in the quarterly 
gdP and ei is connected with gdP simultaneously. the increase 
of electric power production by �% and the improvement of the 
surveys variable by � percentage point have a positive impact on 
quarterly gdP by 0.0�% (after two quarters) and by 0.00� %, 
respectively. the increase of uvi in quarter ‘t’ by �% would affect 
the further rise of raw materials costs for businesses, being reflected 
into a tightening and fall of production rates at about 0.�9%, after 
three quarters. 

sectoral gdP 

the sectoral gdP modelling is based on arima models enriched 
with economic and surveys variables. the arima form is preserved 
only for the “agriculture” sector owing to the lack of economic data 
which might explain the developments in this sector. even in those 
cases when these data are available, their frequency is annual, thus 
being worthless for the estimation process and for the short-term 
forecast of this sector gdP. 

the models which explain the short-term developments of the 
quarterly sectoral gdP by including also in the assessing process 
economic and surveys variables are as follows: 
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a. dlog(gdP_agriculture t) = -0.0� - 0.98*ar(�) + 0.8�*[ma=et-�] + 0.�8*seas(�) – arima  (�.a)

b.  dlog(PgdP_industryt) = -0.0�-0.��*dlog (gdP_industry t-�)+0.��*seas(�) - 0.00�*trend 
+ 0.0�*(ti t-�)- 0.�8*dlog(ir_kredi_eut-�).       (�.b)

c.  dlog(gdP_constructiont)=-0.0�+0.��*seas(�)+0.008*(tnt-�)+0.08*dlog(cons_cementt-�)+ 
+0.0�*dlog(Permission_constructiont-�)      (�.c)

d.  dlog(gdP_servicest)=0.��-0.��*seas(�)+0.8�*[ma=et-�]+0.00�*(tBmt-�)+0.00�* (sit-�) (�.d)

f. dlog(gdP_other services) = -0.0� + 0.��*[(ma=et-�)] - 0.��*seas(�) + 0.��*seas(�) 
 + 0.0�*seas(�) + 0.��*dlog (gov_expendt-�).      (�.e)

the estimate’s outcomes of indicator models for each sector 
show that economic indicators, part of hard and soft data, improve 
the explanatory power of the models. the indicator models perform 
better than the arima models. the previous quarters volatilities of 
some hard variables, are reflected in the subsequent developments 
of gdPs, while soft variables have a ’signalling’ nature.

the increase of the cement consumption and the construction 
permissions by �% in a given quarter, would impact the increase 
of construction value added by 0.08% after � quarters and 0.0� % 
after � quarters, respectively. the rise by �% of budget expenditures 
might impose the same impact on the gdP rates of other services 
sector. the later would increase averagely by 0.��% after � 
quarters. 

the advantage of survey data, combined for individual sectors, 
which consist on the signalling of short-term sectoral gdP 
developments for the reference quarter and the successive one, 
is supported also by the results of the estimations. the positive 
signs of parameters show that signals operate in the same direction 
with gdPs future fluctuations. the upsurges by � percentage point 
of indicators combined in equations (�.b, �.c and �.d), shall be 
reflected on a growth of the respective gdPs in the succeeding 
quarter by 0.0��%, 0.008% and 0.00�% respectively, and by 
sectors described by these equations. the survey indicator of 
consumer confidence (cci), on gross purchases (for goods of 
long-term use) is an original balance, which assists the explanation 
of gdP fluctuations of the services sector thus contributing in the 
forecast of a part of the demand in the economy. an increase by � 
percentage point of this indicator is expected to cause an increase 
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in the respective gdP on average by 0.00�% in the subsequent 
quarter. this coefficient along with the one close to si, lead to 
the total value yielding from surveys’ indicators in explaining gdP 
fluctuation occurring in “service” sector points to about 0.00�%, 
comparative to the indicators rates in the other indicator equations 
by sectors. 

the financial indicator, which resulted as a good explanatory 
variable of “industry” gdP, is the average interest rate of loans 
denominated in euro. an increase of this indicator by �%, would 
affect the average fall of the industry sector’s economic activity 
by 0.�8% after � quarters, owing to the increase of financial 
intermediation costs denominated in euro. 

after the overall estimation of indicator models, , the coefficients 
of the new constructed confidence indicators have rather low values. 
this phenomenon is particularly frequent and well explained in the 
respective literature, because of the way the confidence indicators 
are constructed from the respective balances��. the value added of 
these indicators is the preliminary signalling of the turning points on 
total and sectoral gdP in short-terms. 

total seasonally adjusted gdP 
the following model explains the quarterly changes of seasonality 

adjusted gdP by exploiting the information derived from the 
economic sentiment indicator (esi). esi is obtained more quickly 
than the quarterly gdP and it is found to be useful to asses the 
economic activity��. as mourouganne (�00�) states, esi is likely 
to be a broader measure of economic activity, compared to the 
other confidence indicators, therefore it is more closely linked to 
the dynamics of gdP and its mini-cycles. correlation analysis and 
causality tests reveal that esi might be used to explain short-term 
volatilities of seasonally adjusted gdP. 

the equation explains the quarterly seasonally adjusted gdP 
through its historically quarterly changes, and by the changes 
of two delayed quarters of esi. the features of this model�8 are 
comparable to those of model (�). equation � may be used to 
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nowcast the gdP for the quarter on which no prior publication has 
taken place yet, without the need of making assumptions regarding 
the explanatory variable (esi). the seasonally adjusted quarterly 
gdP model is specified as a linear equation, as the following: 

dlog (gdP_sa) t = 0.0� + 0.0�*dlog(esi t) – 0.�9dlog(gdP_sa t-�)      (�) 

where gdP_sa – shows the seasonally adjusted gdP series 

v. overvieW of the results 

the estimation results and the main diagnostic tests outcomes 
of the models (appendix c) indicate that they are in general 
well specified. given that, they are available to explain short-
term fluctuations of total and sectoral gdP in terms of quarterly 
changes. 

in indicator models (� and �), it is noted that the variables from 
surveys are characterized by regression coefficients at relatively low 
values, compared to those of other explanatory variables. the way 
the survey indicators are measured�9, is one of the main reasons 
which explains the low values of the coefficients. researchers of 
this field have analysed this phenomenon, which in addition to the 
above stated reason, identify also the presence at some degree 
of the collinearity among the quantitative variables and those of 
confidence surveys. in particular, golinelli and Parigi (�00�), 
explain that multy-collinearity is frequently unavoidable in indicator 
models, as the information from surveys indicators is similar to that 
expressed by the other quantitative variables. notwithstanding this 
issue, the researchers have chosen to include the surveys variables 
in the bridge models, owing to their advantages in terms of time-
availability and economic meaning. in the case of indicator models 
developed in this material, the multicolinearity rate does not 
appear significant, mainly due to the low number of explanatory 
variables.

‘rmse’�0 and “direction identification” are the indicators which 
provide additional information to asses ahead the forecasting 
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abilities of the models. these indicators are calculated in-sample, 
owing to the lack of longer time series. their results are provided 
in the following table: 

Table 6. RMSE and the percentage of finding the right direction of 
GDP quarterly changes. 
models rmse direction identification (in %)
� 0.0�9 9�
� 0.0�� 9�
� 0.0�� 9�
� 0.0�� 9�
� 0.00� 9�

source: authors’ estimates 

rmses values suggest that the seasonally adjusted gdP model 
(model �) is the one with the smallest forecast error (model �). But it 
succeeds in capturing correctly only 9�% of the direction of change 
in gdP quarterly rates. the estimations models of sectoral gdP (� 
and �) result with the highest indicator of finding the direction. 

the results of tests about models qualities (appendix c) and those 
of the forecasting abilities within the period (in-sample) are mixed. 
this makes difficult the selection of the most appropriate model 
for the forecasting purpose. currently all models are considered 
as promising for the forecast of the quarterly gdP. the literature 
suggests that “the best” forecast is the one which combines the 
information of all forecasts into an average value. the extension of 
time series will test for the forecasting abilities of models out of the 
sample and their stability in time. the analysis of their forecasting 
performance in time will make possible to select the model with the 
best qualities. 

current results emphasize the fact that the models constructed in 
the form of bridge-indicator equations are constructive if used for 
short-term time horizons, from one to two quarters. 

conclusions

estimating the economic activity for short-term periods is 
necessary, as the publication of official statistics for the quarterly and 
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annual gdP is accomplished at different lags. the development in 
the collection and elaboration process of information aim to narrow 
the time span not covered with data regarding the economic activity. 
the intensive efforts in this field are encouraged by the increasing 
demand of agents, decisionmakers and policymakers to get timely 
information regarding the developments occurring in the economy. 
the construction of quarterly gdP models for estimation and short-
term forecasting purposes has been a successful experience by 
directly assisting the decision-making process of central banks as 
well. 

the literature suggests forecasting models from the simple one to 
the more complex. the academic debate on selecting among them 
remains open depending on the economic condition and statistics 
development of a country. models aim to identify in time the gdP 
volatilities and the turning points of the economic cycle, by using 
a considerable number of explanatory variables. the indicators 
from the consumer and business confidence surveys share a 
particular value in this view. their distinguished features to signal 
the performance of the economic activity at a close future and the 
quicker availability in time relative to official statistics, augments 
the value of their exploitation in the short-term forecast models of 
gdP. 

this material presents � models, estimated through general 
to specific method for the period �00�:q� – �009:q�. models 
vary from arima models with seasonal components, to the bridge-
indicator ones. a system of linear simultaneous equations, tend to 
explain total gdP developments through the development of each 
constituent sector and their correlations. 

two basic approaches are followed in the assessment: by total 
and by sectoral gdP. the first provides information about the 
short-run tendency of the economic activity; the second approach 
provides a preliminary estimation of the expected contribution 
of sectors on the overall economic activity or on the total gdP. 
the quarterly total and sectoral gdP is modelled based on the 
seasonality unadjusted series in � models, and the total seasonally 
adjusted gdP series is estimated in one of them. 
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the estimation results show that models have good statistical 
qualities. the estimation of the best model or models remains a 
debatable issue. two are the main reasons behind this judgement: 
firstly, the estimates have been conducted for a relatively short 
period; secondly, the forecast examinations are focused on the 
approaching degree of real values to the theoretical ones within 
the period (in-sample). studying the forecast performance out of 
the sample period in the future would assist to identify the model or 
models with higher forecasting power. 

the forecasting qualities within the sample reveal that while 
some models perform better in terms of explanatory power, based 
on the rmse results and the coefficient of determination, others are 
better at finding the direction (increase/decrease) of change of the 
quarterly rates. 

at the conclusion it would be suggested the following: 

- maintain and develop all models with the aim of further 
improvement;

- consider the average of forecasts from various models as the 
“best” forecast. the forecasting performance out of sample 
would be the one playing a weighting role in selecting the best 
models in the average forecasting calculation; 

- Bridge indicator models to be used in the short-term 
forecasting.
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aPPendix a

variable description frequency source
gdP gross domestic Product quarterly instat
Budg - expenses governmental expenditures monthly ministry of finance

Permss_constrc construction permission for housing 
and business purposes, at value quarterly instat

cons_cement cement consumption quarterly instat
Pev electrical Power Production quarterly kesh
esi economic sentiment indicator quarterly Bank of albania 
ei�) survey indicator for the economy quarterly Bank of albania
ii�) survey indicator for industry sector quarterly Bank of albania
ci�) survey indicator for construction sector quarterly Bank of albania
si�) survey indicator for services sector quarterly Bank of albania
cci consumer survey indicator, huge purchases quarterly Bank of albania
ir_credit_eur credit interest rate denominated in eur monthly Bank of albania

uvi aggregated index of the value per 
unit, for imports in total quarterly Bank of albania

explanatory notes: 

�) ei is the simple arithmetic average of these balances: the assessment and 
expectations for the business situation in industry, the assessment and expectations 
for the domestic demand in industry, expectations for exports in industry and 
expectations for the industrial production; expectations for the situation of 
business in construction, expectations for the demand in construction and the 
expectations for production in constructions; assessment and expectations for 
the business situation in services, assessment of the demand and the situation of 
services employment.
�) ii is the simple arithmetic average of � surveys balances of industry sector: 
expectations for the demand; expectations for the performance of company 
business; expectations for the industrial exports; expectations for the production.
�) ci results as a simple arithmetic average of � surveys balance of construction 
sector: current demand, current performance of company; current production; 
expectations for the demand; expectations on the company development; 
expectations for the demand; expectations on the company performance; 
production expectations; company financial position. 
�) si is the simple arithmetic average of � surveys balances of services sector: 
expectations for the demand; expectations on the company performance; 
expectations on the employment in the sector. 
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aPPendix B

null hypothesis: “gdP” has a unit root
exogenous: constant 
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic �.9�9��� �.0000
test critical values: �% level -�.�880�
 �% level -�.0����  

�0% level -�.�����  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
null hypothesis: d(“gdP”) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -��.��08 0.0000
test critical values: �% level -�.�880�  
 �% level -�.0����  

�0% level -�.�����
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
null hypothesis: d(“gdP”,�) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.800�� 0.00��
test critical values: �% level -�.8���9  
 �% level -�.0�0�9  
 �0% level -�.��0��  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.  
Warning: Probabilities and critical values calculated for �0
 observations and may not be accurate for a sample size of �8

null hypothesis: “agriculture” has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)

t-statistic Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.09��8 0.�9��
test critical values: �% level -�.808��

�% level -�.0�0�9
�0% level -�.��0��

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
null hypothesis: d(“agriculture”) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)

t-statistic Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�8.���� 0.00000
test critical values: �% level -�.�880�

�% level -�.0����
�0% level -�.�����

*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
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null hypothesis: “industry” has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: 0 (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.����8 0.08�8
test critical values: �% level -�.���8�  
 �% level -�.99�88  
 �0% level -�.�����  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
null hypothesis: d(“industry”) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: 0 (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.�98�9 0.00��
test critical values: �% level -�.���9�  
 �% level -�.9980�  
 �0% level -�.��8��  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

null hypothesis: “construction” has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic 0.��9��� 0.9���
test critical values: �% level -�.�880�  
 �% level -�.0����  
 �0% level -�.�����  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
null hypothesis: d(“construction”) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�9.���� 0.00000
test critical values: �% level -�.�880�  
 �% level -�.0����  
 �0% level -�.�����  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.

null hypothesis: “services” has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)

t-statistic  Prob.* 
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -0.����9 0.8998
test critical values: �% level -�.808��  
 �% level -�.0�0�9  

�0% level -�.��0��
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
null hypothesis: d(“services”) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -�.0���� 0.0�9�
test critical values: �% level -�.808��
 �% level -�.0�0�9

�0% level -�.��0��
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
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null hypothesis: “other services” has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)

t-statistic  Prob.*
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic �.�����8 0.99��
test critical values: �% level -�.808��  
 �% level -�.0�0�9  
 �0% level -�.��0��  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
null hypothesis: d(“other services”) has a unit root
exogenous: constant
lag length: � (automatic based on sic, maxlag=�)
 t-statistic  Prob.* 
augmented dickey-fuller test statistic -0.���9� 0.00000
test critical values: �% level -�.808��  
 �% level -�.0�0�9  

�0% level -�.��0��  
*mackinnon (�99�) one-sided p-values.
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aPPendix c

model �
ARIMA structure of total GDP model with the involvement of 

seasonal components 
Model for the quarterly GDP

subordinated variable dlog(gdP_total)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) -0.�0���� -�.���9�8
@seas(�) 0.�09��8 �.���9��
ar(�) -0.������ -�.9���0�
ma(�) -0.9�99�� -�9.�8��8
c 0.0��080 0.����80

r� corrected = 0.9�  normality (Jarque-Bera) = �.8 (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0��   serial correlacion (lm(�)) = �.� (0.��)
dW=�.0   rmse = 0.0�9

model �
ARIMA structure of GDP models by each sector with the 

involvement of seasonal components. 
2.a Quarterly GDP model in “agriculture”

dependent variable dlog(gdP_agriculture)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) 0.�8 ��.��
ar(�) -0.98 -���.��
ma(�) 0.8� ��.��
c -0.0� -��.��

r� corrected = 0.99  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.�� (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0��   serial correlation (lm(�)) = 0.�� (0.��)
dW=�.�   rmse = 0.0��
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2.b. Quarterly GDP model in “industry”
dependent variable dlog(gdP_industry)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) -0.����99 -8.��0���
@seas(�) 0.080�98 �.9�����
ar(�) 0.�88��0 �.89����
ma(�) -0.8����9 -8.�8���9
c -0.00�888 0.9��0

r� corrected = 0.��  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.�� (0.�0) 
s.e. = 0.0�   serial correlation (lm(�)) = �.�� (0.��)
dW=�.9�   rmse = 0.0�
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�. c. quarterly gdP model in “construction”
dependent variable dlog(gdP_construction)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) -0.�����8 -�.���899
ar(�) 0.��0��� �.���9�8
ma(�) -0.9����� -��.0��0�
c 0.�0�08� �.��0���

r� corrected = 0.9�  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.�0 (0.90)
s.e. = 0.0�   serial correlation (lm(�)) = 0.�� (0.9�)
dW=�.8�  rmse = 0.0�

2.d. Quarterly GDP model in services
dependent variable dlog(gdP_services)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) -0.���8�8 -�.�0��9�
@seas(�) 0.0����� �.9���98
ar(�) -0.�98000 -�.�9����
ma(�) -0.9��9�� -��.09�9�
c 0.0���80 �.�9��0�

r� corrected = 0.89  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.09� (0.9�)
s.e. = 0.0�   serial correlation (lm(�)) = �.�9 (0.��)
dW=�.��  rmse = 0.0�
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2. e. Quarterly GDP model in “other services” 
dependent variable dlog(gdP_other services)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) 0.0����� �.�8����
@seas(�) -0.������ -�.089��9
ma(�) 0.������ �.�9���8
c 0.0����� �.99�9��

r� corrected = 0.9�  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.9� (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0�   serial correlation (lm(�)) = 0.�� (0.9�)
dW=�.��  rmse = 0.0�
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model �
Quarterly GDP indicator model as a total

explanatory model coefficient t-stat
ei(t) 0.00� �.�
dlog(Pev) (t-�) 0.0� �.�
dlog(uvi) (t-�) -0.�9 -�.9�
dlog(gdP) (t-�) -0.�� -��.�
seas(�) -0.0� -�.�
c 0.0� �.��

r� corrected = 0.9�  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.�� (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0�9   serieal correlation (lm(�)) = �.� (0.�9)
dW = �.90  rmse = 0.0��

 
model �
4.a. Quarterly GDP model in “agriculture”.

dependent variable dlog(gdP_agriculture)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) 0.�8 ��.��
ar(�) -0.98 -���.��
ma(�) 0.8� ��.��
c -0.0� -��.��

r� corrected = 0.99  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.�� (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0��   serial correlation (lm(�)) = 0.�� (0.��)
dW=�.��   rmse = 0.0�� 
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4.b. Quarterly GDP model in “industry”.
dependent variable dlog(gdP_industry)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
dlog(gdP_industry(-�)) -0.����0� -�.������
@seas(�) 0.�0�0�� �.�����9
@trend -0.00��9 -�.8����8
ti(-�) 0.0�090� �.09���0
dlog(ir_kredi_eu(-�)) -0.�8�080 -�.��8��9
c -0.0�0000 -0.�����9

r� corrected = 0.��  normality (Jarque-Bera) = �.�� (0.��) 
s.e. = 0.0�   series correlation (lm(�)) = �.�0 (0.��)
dW=�.0�   rmse = 0.0�
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4.c. Quarterly GDP model in “construction” 
dependant variable dlog(gdP_construction)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) 0.��0 �.��9�8�
tn(-�) 0.008 8.���9��
dlog(cons_cement(-�)) 0.0�� �.������
dlog(Permmsion_construct (-�)) 0.0�� �.0�9�88
c -0.0�9 -�.8�����

r� corrected = 0.89  normality (Jarque-Bera) = �.�� (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0�   series correlation (lm(�)) = �.�9 (0.�0)
dW=�.9�   rmse = 0.0�

4.d. Quarterly GDP in “services”
dependent variable dlog(gdP_services)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) -0.���999 -�.808��9
ma(�) 0.8��08� ��.�����
cci(-�) 0.00���0 �.8��9�8
si(-�) 0.00�8�8 �.8�9�9�
c 0.����88 �.������

r� corrected = 0.8�  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.8� (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0�   reries correlation (lm(�)) = �.�� (0.��)
dW=�.�   rmse = 0.0�
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�.e. gdP quarterly model in “other services” 
dependent variable dlog(gdP_other services)
explanatory variables regression coefficient t-stat
@seas(�) -0.��9��� -�.��099�
@seas(�) 0.�����9 ��.�80�9
@seas(�) 0.0�9��0 �.�8�88�
ma(�) 0.������ �.�9���8
dlog(expendityres_Budget-�)) 0.��89�� -��.��980
c -0.0��8�� -�.��0���

r� corrected = 0.9�  normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.9� (0.��)
s.e. = 0.0�   series correlation (lm(�)) = �.� (0.�0)
dW=�.�   rmse = 0.0�
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model �
Quarterly GDP model seasonally adjusted 

explanatory variables coefficient t-stat
dlog(esi), (t-�) 0.0� �.�
dlog(PBB), (t-�) -0.�8 -�.�
c 0.0� �.�

r� corrected = 0.�  rmse = 0.00�
s.e. = 0.00�   normality (Jarque-Bera) = 0.�� (0.�9�)
dW = �.�  series (lm(�)) = �.� (0.��)

 

Residual Actual Fitted
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aPPendix d

a simPle version of sectoral interaction model 

the estimation of sectoral interaction is done by implementing sur 
method��, an estimation method applied in the multidimensional 
regressions under the presence of the heteroscedasticity and 
the correlation among the errors of the equation’s system. the 
sur method minimises the errors generated by both problems 
mentioned above on the gdP forecast. this approach implemented 
by Stučka (2002), and Çeliku et. al. (�00�), in case of cPi forecast 
by categories, has shown that models that take into account the 
interactions among the categories give more accurate results 
than ones based on aggregated data series. in this respect SUR 
approach is more appropriate than OLS one. 

the system consists of five equations. each of them tries to explain 
the quarterly sectoral gdP behaviour based on inertia variables 
and on the quarterly developments of the gdP in the other sectors. 
initially, the general form of the model included variables with 
high lags. excluding variables by lags from the general model is 
achieved based on the Wald�� test results. in the final specification 
form, the sectoral gdP quarterly changes are explained by the 
most significant lags in statistical and economical point of view. 
the theoretical specification of models is as follows: 

 

where i=�,...,� indicates each sector and k its lags 

equation ‘i’ shows the gdP quarterly change of the ‘i’ sector 
in the ‘t’ quarter. in each of � equations of the system, under the 
first sign of sum there are summarised the inertia terms and under 
the doubled sign of the sum, the previous developments in other 
sectors of the economy. in each of the equations, the first term is 
the constant vector and second one represents the seasonal factor/
factors (@ seas f), where f=�,...�. 
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to provide with a more clear idea on the sectoral interaction, 
inertia and seasonal factors as identified through the equations 
system estimation with sUR method, below are provided its � 
equations: 

a. dlog(gdP_agriculturet)=c(�)+c(�)*@seas(�)+c(�)*dlog(gdP_
agriculturet-�)+ c(�)*dlog(gdP_constructiont-�) 
 
b. dlog(gdP_ industryy)=c(�)+ c(�)*@seas(�)+c(�)*dlog(gdP 
_agriculture-�)+c(8)*dlog (gdP _construction �)

c. dlog(gdP _construction)=c(9)+c(�0)*@seas(�)+c(��)*@
seas(�)+c(��)*dlog(gdP _constructiont-�)

d. dlog(gdP_servicest)=c(��)+c(��)*@seas(�)+c(��)*dlog(gdP_
construction-�)+c(��)*dlog(gdP _agriculture- �)

e. dlog(gdP _other _servicest)=c(��)+c(�8)*@seas(�)
+c(�9)*seas(�)+c(�0)*dlog (gdP _construction-�).

where c(m), for m=�,…, �0, are the parameters resulting after 
the estimation of the model, including constants and the seasonal 
factors. 

some of the most interesting inter-correlations among sectors 
are: 

- the agriculture gdP developments are positively correlated 
to past developments of the gdP in the construction 
sector. investments in the construction of green houses, in 
animal farming and in fishing branches, support the future 
developments of the agriculture sector;

- an increase of the value added in the agriculture production 
is reflected a quarter ahead in the positive growth rates of the 
value added of the industrial sector. the economic activity 
in the agro-industry is an important part of the industrial 
production. 

- an increase of value added in “industry” sector depends on the 
extension of investments in industrial structures two quarters 
before. this is reflected in the increase of the value added in 
the construction sector. the later one depends mainly on its 
previous developments, in the mini-cycle forms; 
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- the future developments in the gdP of the service sector 
are positively correlated with the developments in the past 
four quarters in the value added in constructions sector. 
constructions in tourism branch (hotel, restaurants, bars, etc) 
and in those supporting the trade activity (trade centres of 
different sizes), are preconditions for the future developments 
in services sector. at the same time, the development of value 
added in services depends also on the developments of the 
two previews quarters in agriculture, whose products may 
support the business of bars, restaurants and trade activities; 

- investments, mainly in the public sector, are part of the value 
added in construction sector. the performance of the later 
one in the � previous quarters is estimated to affect positively 
the future developments of “other services” sector; 

the aggregation of sectoral results provides the estimation for 
the short-term forecast of total gdP, a process which is described 
from the following expression: 

gdP_totalt+h = gdP_agriculturet+h + gdP_industryt+h+ gdP_constructiont+h + gdP_servicest+h + 
gdP_other servicest+h ,        (�)

where h- the number of the forecasted quarters. 

concluding this estimation method, it comes out that the 
quarterly gdP developments of the construction sector contribute 
to explain the gdP developments in all the other sectors of the 
economy. this conclusion confirms the view that construction 
sector has been the driving force for the positive growth rates in 
albanian economy during the observed period. the enrichment of 
this system with other exogenous variables is an impossible process 
from econometrical point of view, due to the short-term series. for 
this reason this model will be further developed, in order to be 
implemented in the forecasting process of the quarterly gdP, in the 
near future.  
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The model of quarterly GDP estimated by Seemingly Unrelated 
Regression (SUR) method 
system: gdP _ system
estimation method: seemingly unrelated regression
date: 0�/��/�0 time: ��:0�
sample: �00�q� �009q�
included observations: ��
total system (unbalanced) observations ��0
linear estimation after one-step weighting matrix

coefficient std. error t-statistic Prob. 
c(�) -0.0��8�� 0.008�9� -�.�9���� 0.0000
c(�) 0.��0��� 0.0�9�99 �0.9���� 0.0000
c(�) -0.��9�0� 0.0��9�� -��.�8�0� 0.0000
c(�) 0.����9� 0.0�00�� 9.0�0��� 0.0000
c(�) -0.0��880 0.0�89�9 -�.9990�9 0.0�8�
c(�) 0.�0���8 0.0����� �.������ 0.0��9
c(�) 0.������ 0.09�0�8 �.�9���� 0.0000
c(8) 0.������ 0.���9�� �.�89��8 0.0000
c(9) -0.������ 0.0�9��� -�.������ 0.0000
c(�0) 0.�088�� 0.0����0 8.��8��0 0.0000
c(��) 0.���08� 0.0����� 8.��8�98 0.0000
c(��) -0.8��9�� 0.������ -�.80���� 0.0000
c(��) -0.0����0 0.00�9�8 -�.�0�0�� 0.0000
c(��) 0.08���� 0.008��� 9.8��8�8 0.0000
c(��) 0.�9���0 0.0���0� ��.����� 0.0000
c(��) -0.090��� 0.0����0 -�.08���� 0.0000
c(��) 0.0����0 0.008�0� �.��9��8 0.0000
c(�8) -0.���98� 0.0���99 -�0.����� 0.0000
c(�9) 0.0��0�� 0.0����� �.89��0� 0.000�
c(�0) 0.�0�8�8 0.0����9 �.9����� 0.0���
determinant residual covariance �.�8e-��
equation: dlog(agriculture) = c(�)+c(�)*@seas(�)+c(�)*dlog(agriculture(-�)) +c(�)
 *dlog(construction(-�))
observations: ��
r-squared 0.9��8�8  mean dependent var 0.0�8�80
adjusted r-squared 0.9����9  s.d. dependent var 0.��99�9
s.e. of regression 0.0�8���  sum squared resid 0.0�80�9
durbin-Watson stat �.���8��
equation: dlog(industry) = c(�) +c(�)*@seas(�)+c(�)*dlog(agriculture(-�)) +c(8)
 *dlog(const(-�))
observations: ��
r-squared 0.������  mean dependent var 0.00�90�

adjusted r-squared 0.����9�  s.d. dependent var 0.0990�9

s.e. of regression 0.0�8�9�  sum squared resid 0.���0��
durbin-Watson stat �.00�8�0
equation: dlog(construction) = c(9)+c(�0)*@seas(�)+c(��)*@seas(�)
 + c(��)*dlog(construction (-�))
observations: ��
r-squared 0.���9�8  mean dependent var 0.0�����
adjusted r-squared 0.��9��9  s.d. dependent var 0.����98
s.e. of regression 0.0�8�9�  sum squared resid 0.088��8
durbin-Watson stat �.������
equation: dlog(services) = c(��)+c(��)*@seas(�)+c(��)*dlo
g(construction ( -�))+c(��)*dlog(agriculture(-�))
observations: ��
r-squared 0.9��8�9  mean dependent var 0.0��8��
adjusted r-squared 0.9���9�  s.d. dependent var 0.0��88�
s.e. of regression 0.0����8  sum squared resid 0.00�0�0
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durbin-Watson stat �.��0��0
equation: dlog(other services) = c(��) +c(�8)*@seas(�)+c(�9)*@seas(�)
 +c(�0)*dlog(construction (-�))
observations: �0
r-squared 0.89����  mean dependent var 0.0�0��9
adjusted r-squared 0.8���0�  s.d. dependent var 0.08����
s.e. of regression 0.0�900�  sum squared resid 0.0�����
durbin-Watson stat �.00��0�
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Ph.d. evelina Çeliku, ermelinda kristo and merita Boka, monetary Policy 
department, Bank of albania. 
the views expressed in this paper are those of the authors only and do not 
necessarily express those of the Bank of albania. 
� the quarter for which an official data of quarterly gdP is not yet released, but 
economic data are available. 
� instat publishes data on quarterly gdP which are seasonally adjusted. 
unadjusted seasonally data (instat), are available for further analysis and 
research purposes. in this paper both series shall be employed; quarterly seasonally 
adjusted and the no seasonally adjusted gdP. Both these series are subject of 
regular reviews. 
� it will be refereed shortly as “agriculture” hereinafter this paper. 
� in this sector there are included financial services, education, health, public 
administration, obligatory defence and social insurances, etc.
� deviation = [gdP_facts (instat) – gdP_theoritical (model)] 
� estimates of authors based on the regular analysis of the albanian economy 
performance. 
� appendix B shows the adgf results on total and gdP stagnancy. 
8 these components are measured by official statistics and are involved in gdP 
calculation according to one of distinguished calculating method. 
9 see: Banbura, m dhe runstler, g. (�00�); Barhoumi, k. et. al. (�00�); hansson, 
J. (�00�); claveria, o. (�00�); sedillot, f. dhe Pain, n. (�00�); golinelli and 
Parigi (�00�). 
�0 the important role of confidence in real sector analyses of albanian economy 
(for reference, current and expected periods) is analyzed and verified in working 
papers: Çeliku and shtylla (�00�); lama and istrefi (�00�). 
�� see the most distinguished references of the field, as identified in unit ii of this 
study. 
�� the estimations’ results are presented in the appendix d, of this material. this 
model is not yet considered in the process of gdP forecasting, because of very 
short quarterly gdP time series. 
�� acronym of terms: auto regressive integrated moving average.
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�� in particular in Brunet (�000) and in Banbura & runstler (�00�), is verified that 
the aggregated indicators (combination of individual balances), resulting from the 
confidence surveys, contain a more complete, timely and representative information 
on economic activity , compared with the singe balances or with the inclusion of 
different balances simultaneously in indicator models. the later, considering the 
short-term time series of quarterly gdP, would infringe the credibility of models by 
lowering the degree of freedom. 
�� the “bridge” models were firstly developed by klein and sojo (�989). 
�� acronym of econometric concept of auto- regressive vectors
�� acronyms of akaike information criteria and schvarc criteria 
�8 appendix a provides detailed information on variables, periodicity, their source 
and the used symbols as well as details of calculating some of them. 
�9 for methodological details see http://www.bankofalbania.org/web/pub/
metodologjia_vbb_vbk_shqip_��0�_�.pdf.
�0 Balance is the quantification method of the qualitative answers, in the form of 
opinions provided from businesses. the questions addressed to these businesses 
impose an answer as qualitative of type “is increased”, “equal”, “is decreased”, 
relative to the previous quarter. as a result, balances are simplified forms of 
quarterly changes about an average in time. they are stationary and in equation 
are included in level. 
�� see the explanatory notes in the table of appendix a for more details. 
�� loans in euro dominate the banks’ total credit portfolio.
�� in the end of the forecasting process, from the other models which explain the 
seasonally unadjusted changes of gdP, the estimated series of gdP is seasonally 
adjusted with the purpose of comparing the actual changes (instat) and the 
forecasted ones, presented in this material. instat publishes the quarterly and 
annual changes with respective seasonally adjusted and unadjusted series. 
�� the causality tests results may be available upon specific request to the 
authors. 
�� acronym of ordinary least squares method.
�� golinelli and Parigi (�00�) – support the inclusion of survey variables by 
explaining in theory and practice their importance (page �), notwithstanding the 
low values of respective coefficients in their estimation equations (page ��). 
�� this indicator is used at the Bank of albania for analysing the economic activity 
as additional information to assist the decision-making. 
�8 in terms of normality tests’ results, outcomes and the explanatory variables 
stability (appendix c)
�9 these indicators are expressed as net balances in percentage points. thus, the 
respective coefficient, of regression show the percentage the quarterly gdP shall 
change in average, if the confidence variable shall be increased by � percentage 
point, as the model with variables from surveys are of the log-lin form.
�0 acronym of the indicator name: root mean square errors (rmse). 
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�� acronym of terms “seemingly unrelated regression”.
�� results become available upon the submission of specific requests at authors. 
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